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Board announces yet another change:
proposed longer school calendar
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uling for the 2012-2013 school
year. This will feature alternating
class meeting days with mostly
92-minute core class periods.
Now, the latest proposal to
come from Central Office is next
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he 11th annual IB
art examination was
conducted last month, in
which students’ art portfolios
and artwork were reviewed for
examination to determine if
the student would receive IB
credit toward their diploma.
The examination took
place over two school days in
March. Thirty-eight students
provided unique art for the
exhibition, which featured 350
individual works.
The IB program offers
two electives for the students
to choose from for credit
toward their diploma. One of
those electives many students
choose is the art elective. The
student is required to prepare

an art portfolio throughout the
course of the year to be examined for the IB credit. They are
also required to make a separate
art piece that will also be required
for examination to determine the
final credit.
The art is not reviewed by
any random person; it is reviewed
by an experienced art professor.
It’s usually a college level professor or a retired art teacher, which
examines the pieces.
The grade is like that of the
AP test and is weighted on a 1-7
scale; one being the lowest possible point and seven being the
highest possible point. Students
have to earn at least a “3” as
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IB students put talents on display
By Joshua Housing

13%

500
450
400
any were shocked
350
when they learned of
300 the school board announcement
proposing a 7 1/2 hour-long
250 school day, in a late January
released by Chicago Public
200 guide
Schools (CPS).
Then, in March, Mustangs
150
were told that in order to fulfill the
100 board’s longer day mandates specified in “Full School Day: Principal
50 Guide to Parameters & Guidethe school’s administration
0 lines,”
ultimately opted for “block” sched-

year’s school calendars, both a
revamped Track E and Track R,
highlighted by far fewer non-attendance days and holidays that
the current calendars have. This
is somewhat surprising, as it was
speculated earlier that the district
would have all schools, elementary and high schools, on a single
calendar.
In an district-wide email sent
on March 16, CPS CEO JeanClaude Brizard said the increased
number of instructional days
“is more student-focused and
designed to put our schools in a
better position to boost academic
achievement by adding 30 percent
more full school weeks and 10 additional student attendance days.”
According to the message,
“nearly half of our Track R school
weeks (18 of 38) and 40 percent
of our Track E school weeks (16 of
38) are partial weeks, broken up

yearly increase

Rumors of
Track E demise
prove false

SIS program
celebrates
females
By Brandi Martin

S

International Baccalaureate senior Subria Whitaker works
on an artistic title page while waiting for her artwork to be
judged by the IB examiner late last month in the Social Room.
Approximately 350 unique pieces of art were on display for
the annual exhibition.
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assy Intellectual Sisters
(SIS) held their 2nd
annual Black Girls Rock Week,
during which girls were expected
to show pride in their beauty
and individuality; however,
some of the special events were
postponed because of conflicts
with testing and spring vacation.
The days including March
19 being “My Black Is Beautiful,”
where females were expected to
show how comfortable they are in
their own skin by dressing simply
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By Chris Williams

fficers say a 911
caller led them to
believe 19-year-old college
student Kendrec McDade in
Florida was an armed robbery
suspect when they opened
fire. He was unarmed when he
was killed by police gunfire on
March 24.
Police have long ruled the
streets of many of our cities
with an iron fist, but in light
of recent events, there should
be a serious change: A new
branch should be specially created to overlook crimes committed by the police instead of
themselves.
Just this year alone, a
Brooklyn man named Dwayne
Browne was killed in his home
by police, absent of any
weapon in his hand. Although
a weapon was eventually
recovered in the house, that
does not justify a killing, that
simply justifies an arrest.
Flint Farmer of Chicago
was killed during the summer
in Chicago after reaching in his
pocket during a disturbance
call, but police would later
discover he was unarmed. Two
lives lost, but no arrests.
Many times the crimes
committed by police rarely
get reported and aren’t often
investigated correctly, which
is understandable because
police naturally have a bias for
other officers. Nothing much
is being done to curb bad
behavior.
A study according to
truthinjustice.org, an educational non-profit organized to
educate the public regarding
the vulnerabilities in the U.S.
criminal justice system that
make the criminal conviction of

innocent persons possible, indicated through the 328 cases
it has reviewed and people
that have been exonerated,
that thousands of innocent
people have been wrongly
convicted by police.
In light of this, an organization has been created in
Texas to specifically tackle this
issue.
What the community
should push for is an unbiased
agency that would be an arm
of the law but their specific
duty to investigate crimes reported by police and to seek a
righteous conviction.
The officers that killed
innocent 18-year-old Aaron
Harrison in Chicago according to a story published on
The Final Call news website
were never convicted nor was
investigation into the officers
ever launched.
Granted, every person in
each situation may not have
been the most innocent of persons, but that does not merit a
wrongful killing. This proposed
oversight agency would investigate all crimes like the ones
listed, those where innocent
people could have potentially
been involved. No one should
be able to live above the law if
they have broken it, not even
the ones who enforce the law.
The benefits of having
an agency like this would
discourage police behavior
that is counter positive like
firing weapons before actually
controlling a situation. The
investigations would no longer
be the burden of an investigator inside the police force that
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IB ART DRAWING, PAINTING,
SCULPTURE PRINTMAKING,
CERAMICS, AND OTHERS. Above:
One of senior Tasanee
Durrett’s submitted works;
at right, six of senior Brenton
Macklin’s submissions from
his overall collection of eight.
(Photos by Joshua Housing)
part of their effort in earning the
coveted IB diploma.
There is a variety of criteria in
determining a score, according to
IB art teacher Lenore Lopez, who
explained that it’s how well the
students use the research of their
chosen artist in their art.
One IB student used a
Japanese animation artist for his
inspiration.
“My project was influenced
by the Japanese manga book
‘Air Gear,’ created by Ogure Ito,”
said senior Justin Keller. “My
theme for my works is nature and
freedom.”
His favorite piece created is
“Traceur Playground,” which depicts a free-runner jumping high
over a city.
“It represents me the most
with the theme,” Keller said, “the
influence and the idea established by free-running.”
Some might think that producing art is easy, but according
to this senior who had 10 artistic
examples on display, it’s not considering other demands.
“It was pretty difficult, due
to the other school work being
done at the same time,” he said,
“diverting my focus away from
my art.”
However, another student felt
completing the various submissions wasn’t much of a challenge.
“It wasn’t difficult,” senior
Leah Wilson said. “Each project
had a theme that was relevant to
my, as well as my audience’s, lives.
[The artwork was] created around
topics that interested me.”
Some students went all out
for this assessment, and senior
Kourtney Rodez, who had 12
works on display, really enjoyed
the process.
“I like art because it’s a way
I can express myself in different
ways.” Rodez said. “I love expressing my feelings through art.”
Another art student’s favorite
part of her personal exhibit was
made from Styrofoam and acrylic
paint, entitled “Emotions Magnified.”
“It is my favorite piece because it symbolizes me and how I

am overcoming being emotionally
unbalanced,” said senior DeAnna
Fuller, who had 14 different examples on display.
Despite saying that creating this artifact was part of a very
“meticulous process,” Fuller said
she “[likes] art because it gives
me a way to express myself,
[and] I like the fact that art is not
perfect.”
Senior Brenton Macklin
brought his love of music into
his exhibition, especially through
his “Celebration of Life,” which
features a yellow background with
a silhouette of characters dancing
and celebrating life, while musical
instruments are shown playing.
“I like celebrating life and it is
something that everyone should
do,” Macklin said, reflecting upon
his favorite artifact. “The people
who don’t celebrate life are out
killing people and not doing anything with their life, so you’ve got
to have fun in life.”
Assisting students with the
literally hundreds of individual
submissions of collected artwork,

particularly this year, was just one
acknowledged by Lopez who
said she had “mixed emotions”
about the quality of what students
turned in.
“Some students were
motivated, some not,” she said.
“[Having] 27 more students
[than was traditionally in the
class] made it more difficult to
make sure the students were
focused.”

EMPEHI News encourages readers to express their opinions or respond to stories,
editorials or columns by writing letters to the
editor. All letters must have a name and division number. We reserve the right to edit
all letters for mechanics, length, and content.
Please submit responses with name and division to Mr. Majeske or any member of the
newspaper, or to KEMajeske@cps.edu.
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Judges rate EMPEHI News ‘superior’ overall
But number of awards
halved compared to
record in 2011
By Bobbie Woods

T

Judges had a lot of good things to say about the quality of
EMPEHI News at last month’s 2012 McCormick Foundation
High School Media Awards contest, as shown in the program’s
summary booklet (above). The school paper was ranked just
above the only other superior publication, that of Lane Tech. The
last time the paper was rated so highly was in 2007.

New organization to give
voice to students
By Joshua Housing

A

team of 12 students
who have an interest
in school policy and giving
student input now have a
voice in the Morgan Park High
School community.
This newly-formed organization is called the Student
Voice Leadership Team (SVLT),
a group of concerned students from freshman to the
junior level. They will serve as
the mediator or speaker of the
student body when creating
policies. This group meets
every Monday after school in
the Social Room.
This group is in place to
provide a student voice when
creating policies that will affect the student body.
“I noticed we don’t really hear [student] input when

[administrators, teachers, and
staff] are making policies, rules,
and procedures,” said assistant
principal Remy Washington. “I
thought who else to hear from
but the students.”
The group is just now in
its inception, but already has
big plans. They have already
elected their officers and are
going to work with the Parent
Advisory Council (PAC) for
three events.
The SVLT plans to work
with PAC to have a forum
on the proper uses of social
networking and discuss the
issue of cyber bullying. There
is also a plan to have a schoolwide campaign about respect,
aimed to get everyone in the
school to respect one another.
Then, their third plan is to start
a green campaign to encourage recycling efforts.

he McCormick
Foundation and the
Scholastic Press Association
of Chicago (SPAC) has held a
media awards contest for high
school journalists for the past 20
years. Student journalists from
Morgan Park have participated
in the annual competition for
at least half that time, and this
year, the monthly paper earned
seven awards, plus two write-off
victories.
Against the eight other
schools, both Chicago public
high schools and local paro-

chial schools, EMPEHI News took
home seven awards among the
23 media categories, the fifthmost awards. Overall, this was a
significant slide from last year’s
all-time record of 12.
“Winning only seven awards
is disappointing,” said journalism
teacher and newspaper advisor
Keith Majeske. “However, we
generally fail to get recognized in
some categories because SPAC
had specific school-related criteria
that we often ignore, and we’re
only able to enter 16 of the 23
categories because seven of them
deal with website and broadcast
journalism, both types of which
are out of our technological
reach. Even so, I thought we’d
win more.”
Staffers whose work was
judged as either “superior”
or “excellent” were BreAnna

Stewart and Chris Williams (New
Story Writing, excellent), Jasmine
Andrews (Sports News Writing,
excellent), Graylyn McKeithen
(Entertainment Writing, excellent),
Anthony Teruel (Sports Photo,
superior), and Eteria Drummer (Original Editorial Cartoon,
superior). The newspaper earned
an excellent rating in the Overall
Layout category.
This year’s judging was coordinated by Jewell Washington, a
graduate student in journalism in
the Department of Communication at Roosevelt. Contest judges
are professional journalists and
college journalism educators who
donate their time to judge the
contest and write their comments.

tered numerous breaking points
throughout this program, but
we have persevered because we
know we have to.
It is a great thing that we
have had the chance to push past
our academic possibility into the
impossible at such a prime time in
our intellectual journeys.
When we embark on new
directions next year we can
confidently challenge ourselves
in ways our peers have never
imagined. Thank you, IB, for the
unbelievable amount of work that
has taught us not only scholastic
material, but life lessons.
I, personally, appreciate IB for
giving me an exceptional group
of peers to learn and grow with.
When I enrolled in Morgan Park
freshman year, I did not imagine
that I would become so close to
the kids in my classes. The stress
that IB has caused also came with
a gift: a truly exceptional bond
with some very brilliant people.

Thank you, IB, for single-handedly giving me the opportunity
to meet and become friends
with the most amazing people
because after two years of the
same classes, I can only love
everybody and all their craziness.
I also asked multiple IB
students for something they
would like to thank IB for.
Senior Leah Wilson said,
“I thank [IB] for making me a
better writer. I guess increasing my tolerance of work, and
for getting me a full ride to the
school I want to go to.”
Almost every senior I
questioned mentioned something about helping with time
management.
Senior Dominique Lee
said, “I thank IB for all the
work it has given me. I think

Please turn to page 6 for

JOURNALISM
AWARDS

IB buzz

Thank you, IB!
By Dorsey Hill

We have truly made
it to the end of IB. All our internal assessments have been
completed, we are filing the
last of our CAS--or at least we
should be--and we are studying for our exams. Juniors are
wrapping up the last of the
Math Studies material. Maybe
this is the time for us to sit
back and appreciate all IB has
done for us, and think about
all the things it will do for as
we study for our exams.
We can appreciate IB for
pushing us to our limits and
beyond them. The physicist
Arthur Clarke once said,” The
only ways of finding the limits
of the possible is by going
beyond them into the impossible,” so thank you, IB, for
going beyond the possible.
We have all encoun-

Please turn to page 5 for

IB BUZZ

JROTC’s annual blood drive aided by many donors in easy process
By Genae Smith

takes your temperature, also
checks a few of your vitals to
see if undergoing the procedure
could pose any risk to you (such
as having low blood pressure or a
low iron count).
At the table you give the
associate your application where
you are asked to show a valid
photo state identification card;
then you’re asked a number of
questions like your age and about

T

he JROTC (Junior
Reserve Officer Training
Corps) hosted a blood drive in
association with the Heartland
Blood Center in March, in an
effort to assist with their on-going
need for the life-giving fluid.
The purpose of this drive
was to give students age 16 and
older the opportunity to do a
good deed and donate blood.
The process of giving blood is not
difficult and doesn’t exceed more
than the normal pain of a shot.
The need is great. In the
Chicagoland area and Northwest
Indiana, approximately 172,000
blood products will be transfused
to patients in Heartland Blood
Centers’ member hospitals.
There is no medical substitute for
blood products.
Didn’t donate this time?
Consider helping the next time;
it’s easy!
Step 1: REGISTRATION
When you walk in the blood

anything that you checked off
“yes” to on the application. One
big obstacle which will keep you
from giving blood is if you have
had any tattoos and/or piercings
within the past year along with
other factors.
After you are questioned
about your applications and
you’re found eligible to give
blood, you can start the procedure of having your blood tested.

Step 3: DONATION
The process of giving blood
may seem scary and dangerous
to some, but it’s actually quite
simple and safe when done by
professionals.
Every donation is collected
with a new, sterile kit. Giving
blood is safe. You cannot get
AIDS or any other disease by donating blood. While you relax in
a comfortable donor chair (really
a bed), we cleanse your arm with
antiseptic, and then draw about

Potential donors fill out the
lengthy check-box form during
the registration portion of
the blood donation process.
(Photos by Joshua Housing)
drive you get a lengthy application and fill it out. Even though
it’s all kept confidential, there are
many personal questions, even
some regarding sexual habits.
Step 2: SCREENING
AND MINI-PHYSICAL
The medical associate, who

An alcohol pad is used to wipe
the finger being used for testing.
A needle is used to withdraw the
blood, and then it is put in a machine to be tested while you get
your temperature checked with a
thermometer.
If all is good, you’re moved
on to eat a snack of cookies or
chips to build up your blood,
and then wait to be called to the
medical table to donate.

Potential donor Graylyn McKeithen gets his vitals checked by a
medical technician during the screening process.

Please turn to page 6 for

BLOOD DRIVE
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TEN ADDED DAYS OF SCHOOL
continued from page 1

by at least one day off.” The new
calendar will go from 22 to 29 five
day weeks for Track E.
In fact, the board plans to
add 10 additional days of student
attendance for a total of 180 days
to the school year; however, this
is to be accomplished not by
increasing the actual length of the
school calendar, but by stripping
current non-attendance days and
some holidays for students.
Two holidays to hit the chopping block are, according to the
proposed calendar, October’s
Columbus Day and March’s Pulaski Day.
Another way the board seeks
to pick up two more days would
be to convert report card pickup days to student attendance
days. Schools would likely dismiss
three hours early on these days
for parent visitation. However,
this means the time for parents
to meet with teachers would be
reduced from six to three hours.
Instead of ending around 6 p.m.,
it would end around 3 p.m.
The two-week long Spring
Intersession that Track E students
and staffs just returned from
would be reduced to one week,
capturing five more days.
There would still be the
three-week long Winter Intersession and two weeks in the fall,
but the break will now be later in
Students not in favor of plan
October.
Generally speaking, underclassIn fact, all vacation breaks
would move to the end of acamen are happy that the board has
demic quarters to minimize interdecided to keep the Track E schedruptions, as recommended from
ule alive--at least for another year.
“I’m glad that they selected
an online group of CPS teachers
Track
E because
called the VIVA (Voices, Ideas,
Total
Total
LengthI’m comfortable
Vision. Action) Teachers.
that schedule
Instructional with
of School
Day now,” said
The school year itself
would
junior Joshua Eison.
Minutes
begin for students on Monday,
Another junior, Kristina ChiCurrent
74 “It’s pretty
Aug.
13, 2012. Teachers would re-324solm, agreed, saying,
Regular
Bell
cool. I like the longer breaks
turn the week before for five fully
Schedule
days
of staff development; there
between school [quarters].”
would
oneCPS
staff development 368
Not surprisingly,
Fullbe
Day
82 none of the
day--a
non-attendance day--at
students we spoke with thought that
Proposal
the end of each quarter.
adding ten more days of school by
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Schedule
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eliminating the various non-attendance days was a good thing.
“That’s not fair,” said student
Taylor Bassett. “We should not
have to come to school on Pulaski
Day or Columbus Day while everyone else is off.”
Another basically said
enough is enough.
“I feel like there is an over-saturation of school days with an alreadylong school day,” said Eison.
Some said the additional
school days will force them to
lose time they spend doing things
that are important to them.

Total Instructional Minutes

Total Length of School Day

“I work, clean the house, and
benefits; however, students see
spend time with my grandparents,” Total
one potential
School flaw that may desaid student Ashley Gordon, talking liver a serious negative impact.
Year Minutes
about what she usually does on
“Students will more than likely
Yearly School
63680and teachers will
non-attendance days.
ditch [school]
Daythat
Minutes
Chisolm added
she
probably call off,” Bassett said.
sometimes “[goes]
out of town
Another student believes that
2011-2012
or [chills] with friends,”
the already declining graduation
(160 xand
398)also
admitted she “sometimes studies
rate could fall even lower, among
Block
81720
Current
for big tests.”
other things.
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negative
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Year
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are going
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EDITORIAL: POLICE PROTECTION
continued from page 2

would have pressure from other
cases as well as from inside the
force to not convict a fellow officers.
It would also give citizens of

the community a sense of hope
that something would
done
TotalbeSchool
if a crime against Year
them Minutes
by the
police occurred, unlike the comYearly
munitySchool
of North Lawndale,63680
which,

Day Minutes
2011-2012
(160 x 398)
Block

81720

sparked by the death of Harrison,
almost incited a riot and began
spreading the ideology that the
killing was a part of a campaign
of fear.

People in power need to
have a better system of checks
and balances. At the federal level
of government, our founders
understood this need. The three

At
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branches of the U.S. government
all check each other, and yet at
the local level, we don’t have a
system in which agencies can
check others is ridiculous.
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Prom preview helps seniors get ready for the formal dance
By Brandi Martin

S

eniors have been
looking forward to
prom, this very special night,
since our freshman year. It’s often
considered a tense, yet happy
and fun-filled night. The hair,
makeup, shoes, car, but most
importantly, the dress; and even
for the boys, the tuxedo that
would make them stand out from
all the other seniors.
Prom is a stressful event that
can be hectic, if not given enough
time for thoughtful planning, so
the annual Prom Preview showcase was held early last month.
This special program has been an
annual show since 2006 so that
seniors can gather ideas about
their prom attire and also reveal
the prom theme.
“Prom Preview is a good
idea to help inform all the seniors
about what to expect when getting ready for prom,” said senior

and model Keenya Frazier. “It
gave them the chance to see
more options in dresses if they
hadn’t already purchased one.”
The preview showcase
opened up this year with a choreographed routine by seniors
Asia Clark, Briana Cato, Sheyenne
Miller, and Charron Bournes,
followed by an announcement of
the official theme for the formal
dance: “Cirque de Soleil: A Mystical Extravaganza.”
Once the show began,
seniors Keenya Frazier, Jasmine
Henry, Janelle Mathus, Tayler
Smith, Ashley Hill, Jasmin Jackson, Joi Wells, Aurora McKinney,
Adaria Washington, and Brandi
Martin all modeled gowns and
dresses from Cinderella’s Boutique, located on 450 E. 162nd
Street in South Holland. The
elegantly dressed girls walked the

Please turn to page 6 for

PROM PREVIEW

Prom Preview models: (from left) Tayler Smith, Adaria Washington, Joi Wells, Keenya Frazier,
Brandi Martin, Jasmine Henry, Aurora McKinney, Ashley Hill, Janell Mathus, and Jasmine
Jackson. Dresses were provided by Cinderella’s Boutique in South Holland. (Photos by Joshua
Housing)

BLACK GIRLS ROCK
continued from page 1

and unadorned. Girls participated
by wearing plain white t-shirts, having their hair pulled back, wearing
no makeup and no jewelry.
The following day was
“Shout Out To My Sister Day,”
where girls would say something
kind to another female; March 21
was “Dress Like My Sister Day,”
which was like homecoming’s
Twin Day--but just for girls; March
22 was “Dare To Be You Day”
when girls dressed in their personal style; and then the last day,
March 23, was “Black Girls Rock!”
where females and males could
wear black, pink, and/or purple.
Black Girls Rock hoped to

hold an end-of-the-week assembly for young women to perform
their talents and showcase their
uniqueness in the auditorium for
selected classes. The assembly was
scheduled to be Thursday, March
22, after school, but due to having
an insufficient number of security
personnel and quarterly exams
were being administered, it was
decided to have the program postponed. The new date is scheduled
for Wednesday, April 18.
“The assembly is where at
the end of it all, all the females
and even males come together
and perform their acts and to inspire the audience,” said Jasmine

Henry, the SIS president.
This series of special themes
was a week to express one’s inner
self, and the idea of this week
came from the popular television
station BET. However, implementing the idea at MP was due to
the efforts of a 2010 graduate,
Tatyerra Spurlock, when they
showcased young black women
and teachers.
Black Girls Rock added another day to the calendar, called
“Dare To Be You.” This day was to
have girls dress in their personal
style and love it.
SIS sponsor Kandace Morgan, who coordinates the events,

believes the program is important
for both females and males.
“I want young ladies to realize that they are beautiful, and to
also see natural beauty, showcase
individuality, empower young
ladies,” she said, adding, “and
for the men, to respect our young
women.”
One student remarked that
she thought that these themed
days had a genuine sense of seriousness about them.
“I like Black Girls Rock because it’s not like any other week
where we make funny titles, but
this is a week specially dedicated
to young ladies and our female

teachers,” said Senior BreAnna
Stewart. “My favorite day would
have to be Shout Out To My
Sister, because I get to tell my
‘sisters’ how much I love them
and our friendship.”
Another fellow senior said
the best theme was the one in
which she didn’t have to think too
much about what to wear or how
she was going to look for the day.
“My favorite day was My
Black Is Beautiful,” participant
Genae Smith said. “I liked just
putting on jeans and a white
t-shirt and not having to worry
about my appearance in the
morning.”

IB BUZZ

continued from page 3

it is going to help next year. ”
Maybe the most important thing,
on our senior minds, that IB has
done was summed up by Tasanee
Durrett’s comment of “I guess
preparing me for college.”
Seniors and juniors as we
prepare for these IB tests we have
to take in May we should remember and appreciate all that IB has
done for us so far. It has created
a group of teenagers that can do
a lot of work under pressure, are
close friends, prepared for college, and pushed beyond our high
school possibility. We can take this
month to study with our friends and
use the time management skills
we have developed over these 1-2
years. In the end we are beyond
a doubt prepared for the college
road ahead so who says we aren’t
prepared for a few test in May?

Examiner Visits IB
Art Students
By Charron Bournes

Over the course of three
days, Mr. McDonald, an IB visual
arts examiner, came to Morgan
Park to speak with senior IB students. These seniors worked hard
their junior and senior years producing works of art that pertained
to a theme of their choice.
Each student put their works

of art on display in the social
room, and spoke with Mr. McDonald on their designated day.
IB senior Shaiyenne Miller
said, “It went very well [and was]
very comfortable, and [it was a]
personal environment he created.
He was easy going and inquisitive, which helped me relax when
I presented my works.”
Dominique Lee, another IB
senior, said, “[McDonald] was
easy to talk to, and I believe I
passed.”
Another IB senior, Briana
Cato, said, “It was easier and
more relaxing than I thought.
[McDonald] was engaged in every
one of my pieces and made me
think they were worth something.”
Of all of the IB seniors, eight
were chosen to have their works
sent off to another country. These
students are Charron Bournes,
Brinker Burnett, Lauren Fulton,
Kirk Gregory, Armani Martin, Ashley McKeithen, Caleb Strode, and
Chamone Williams. After completing this examination, the IB seniors
are now working on creating murals around the school hallways.
Congratulations to the IB
seniors on completing another
stage of your IB careers, and we
wish them the best of luck as they
finish the IB Diploma Programme.
Remember to be on the
lookout for the works of the IB Senior Class, as it will be on display

IB students show handmade signs promoting equality and fair-wage jobs during a field trip to the
Chicago Workers Collaborative the Friday before spring vacation.
around the school on report card
pick-up day, April 19.

IB Students Learn
About Unfair Labor
Practices

IB students went on a field
trip to the Chicago Workers Collaborative on the Friday before
spring vacation. Students learned
about unfair labor practices and
tactics employers will use to pit
groups of workers against each
other. This group also helps
people who have been unfairly
terminated or not hired.
Chicago Workers’ Collaborative is an Illinois non-profit

organization founded in 2000 that
promotes full employment and
equalityfor the lowest wage-earners in the Chicago region through
leadership and skills training, critical assistance and services, advocacy and collaborative action.

Money Raised To Help
Raise Colorectal Cancer
Awareness Through
Walk-a-Thon
In honor of Colorectal Cancer
Awareness Month in March,
there was a 5K walkathon on the
school’s track on the east side
of the campus from 8:30 a.m. to

11:00 a.m. on Saturday, March 24.
Approximately 30-40 people
walk/run in the event, with about
five teachers participating.
To reach the 5K mark, those
who attended walked 14 laps
around the track, raising an
estimated $800 in donations that
will be sent to the Colon Cancer
Coalition in the memory of Calvin
Runnels, brother of Gail Tennial,
the International Baccalaureate
Middle Years coordinator.
This may become an annual
event. Senior IB students Blessing
Ikoro and Be’Shaunn Agee were
team leaders for the walk as a
CAS project for IB.
The walk was hoped to
improve awareness and screening
for colon cancer.
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JOURNALISM AWARDS
continued from page 3

News Story: BreAnna Stewart
and Chris Williams
Perhaps most importantly,
EMPEHI News regained recognition as being a superior in the
Overall Newspaper category,
the competition’s most coveted
award. Lane Technical College
Prep, which won 15 categories
and was the overall winner, was
the only other school to get this
ranking. It’s in this category that
one issue of a school paper is
examined and judged for content
and appearance. The last time
MP’s paper won such a high rating was from 2005-2007, slipping
to excellent from 2008-2010, and
yet wasn’t even ranked last year.
“There is a lot--A LOT- to
read in this newspaper,” said
one judge from the McCormick
Foundation in the comments
section published in the competition’s summary booklet. “Excellent reporting and writing; good
design, nice headline size and
variety, and a good use of photos
and artwork.”
As part of the competition
at the annual McCormick/SPAC
event at Roosevelt University,
students attend various journalism-related seminars during the
morning part of the program, and
in the afternoon, they are invited
to a luncheon so that the awards
may be distributed to those who
earned them.
Some EMPEHI News staffers
reflected on their work after their
names were announced at the
awards ceremony.
“Doing the [news] story on

Editorial Cartoon:
Eteria Drummer
the principal candidates both getting denied [in September] was
a tough one to do, said Stewart.
“While talking to Ms. Washington
about all of the facts, I began
to get a bit emotional because I
know that she would be the best
principal for Morgan Park. Nevertheless, I was shocked to win
the award because there were so
many good schools there. I guess
I underestimated our talent here
at EMPEHI News.”
The schools that participated, in order of awards earned,
were Lane (15), Taft High School
(13), Whitney Young Magnet (9),
Benito Juarez High School (8),
MP (7), Marist High School (6),
Perspectives Math and Science
Charter (2), Mother McAuley High
School (2), and Curie Metro High
School (1).
Some on the competing
staffs thought that they were going to have more success.
“I was shocked that our
school did not win for Superior
Sports Photo,” said freshman
Taylor Cook from the Marist High
School staff. “I was scared to get
back on the bus. Mr. Gonczy [the
newspaper advisor] was sure we
would win that. I was positive he
would be mad when we got in
private.”
Surely, Majeske had to be
proud of his staff for winning so
many awards and getting the
highest award rewarded to the
paper. Just like a parent being
proud of all of what their sons or

Sports Photo
and Sports Write-Off:
Anthony Teruel

daughters accomplish, Majeske
was that proud parent when
awards were given out.
“One of the moments
of the day that I was very proud
of was when the winners were
named for the write-off competitions,” said Majeske, who has
advised the paper since 2000.
“Jessica Lansdown and Anthony
Teruel won in Feature Writing and
Sports Writing, respectively. That
really shows that our staffers know
what they are doing.”
The write-off competition is
conducted on the day of the conference. Schools have the option
of entering a reporter in each of
the four categories (News, Feature, Sports, and Editorial), during
which they have one hour to type
up a story based on, essentially,
a press-release of information
and quotes. MP quieted the 250
students in attendance when
Lansdown and Teruel’s captured
two of the four awards. The paper
hadn’t won any since 2008, when
staffers took an amazing three out
of the four.
The write-off competition
was a rigorous one, but Landsdown dominated the competition
and brought home the award.
“The write-off was a new experience for me,” said Lansdown.
“I’ve never had to write in so little
time or had any length restrictions; that made it kind of hard.”
The sponsor was especially
pleased with these last-minute
victories, which actually brought

PROM PREVIEW
continued from page 5

stage with confidence towards
their fictional male dates,
who were Seth McCormick,
Richard Boakeye, Kareem
Ballard, Jaylin Barker, Arnell
Combs, Antoine Watson, and
Anthony Hudson. The young
men sported formalwear from
Cinderella’s, as well as Men’s
Warehouse, located in the
Evergreen Plaza on 95thand
Western.
Once all of the “dates”
were paired up, they showcased
the latest styles for the big
dance, while the senior crowd
seemed to do nothing but cheer
for the senior models.
For the actual models,
preparing for the show gave
them a real glimpse into what
it may be like when getting
ready for the main event on
Friday, June 1.
“[The showcase] gave us
girls the feeling of actually getting ready for prom,” senior
and model Jasmine Henry
said. “It was fun doing this
with my friends and trying on
dresses with them.”

Formal wear models Kareem Ballard, Anthony Hudson, Arnell
Combs, Antoine Watson, Jaylin Barker, Richard Boakye, and
Seth McCormick.
Once the show ended, program coordinator Kandace Morgan closed it with the raffling off
tickets to prom, with the winners
being Tyshaun Minor and Trinae
Ellison who each took home a
free prom ticket.
Those who attended thought
the show was really helpful.
“The show gave me some
great ideas as far as where to go
for my tux, but I wish they had

Entertainment Review:
Graylyn McKeithen

raffled off more tickets,” senior
Brendan Johnson said. “I was
really hoping to win one.”
Another senior only
regretted the lack of interest
from many of his fellow upperclassmen.
“I just wish more seniors
had come, seeing that is was a
free and informational event,”
said McCormick, who also was
one of the male models.

Sports News:
Jasmine Andrews

the paper’s total winnings up to
nine.
“I love it when our writers get
recognized in what I think is the
most difficult category, especially
considering that they have only
one hour and limited resources

Feature Write-Off:
Jessica Lansdown

to write a story,” Majeske said.
“Those other schools with their
huge student staffs, often from
selective-enrollment schools,
generally think that they’re going
to win them all. Not quite, at least
not this year.”

BLOOD DRIVE
continued from page 3

Donor Armand Miller begins to have his blood drawn
during the short procedure.
one pint of blood. It takes
about five to eight minutes to
donate whole blood.
To break down all the
fears and stereotypes of the
donation, I am going to tell
you step-by-step process:
• When you get to the
medical table you lay
down flat;
• grab a gripper, like a
rubber bicycle handle;
• squeeze it, 1-2-3-hold
(you keep squeezing the
gripper while the blood
comes out);
• insert needle in the vain;
• take one pint of blood;
• remove the needle;
• put a cloth on the tiny
pin prick from the needle;
• hold arm at a 90 degree
angle;
• put on a Band-Aid.
Step 4: REFRESH
After you give, you’re
asked to enjoy some juice and
cookies in the refreshment
area. Your body will replenish the fluids lost during your
donation in approximately 12
to 24 hours.
This year, in addition to
the refreshments, donors were
given a pair of flip-flops as a
thank-you gift.
Very seldom is there
a complication with giving
blood, but on the rare occasion, some things don’t go
as planned. This year, one

student had a slight problem,
but it was handled in a fast and
safe manner.
“After I was processed, I
was told to lie on the cot and
then prepped by the nurse,”
senior Seth McCormick said.
“She put the bag with the
needle attached on the edge
of the cot and went to insert
the needle in my vain.
“When she did, the bag
slipped off the cot, yanking the
needle out my arm, then the
blood started oozing out of my
arm.”
But the staff reacted immediately and reinserted a
new needle right away.

Donor Trevion Hartfiled
at the refreshment station
with his flip-flop gift from
Heartland Blood Center.
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Many don’t drink in the facts regarding bottled water
By Jessica Lansdown

W

aste management
is a current and
constantly growing problem in
the United States and could lead
to serious problems if solutions to
managing waste of all kinds are
not found.
One of the most overlooked
forms of waste cluttering the
planet is plastic. People do not
realize the harms of plastic on the
environment, and when they do
acknowledge it, it is most commonly through the form of cute
baby ducks getting caught in the
plastic rings that hold pop cans
together. What they don’t think
about, is how the common water
bottle is so bad for the environment.
According to a 2001 report of
the World Wide Fund for Nature
(WWF), roughly 1.5 million tons of
plastic are expended in the bottling of 89 billion liters of water
each year. And because of the
high level of plastic bottles being
produced along with the low
amount that actually go through
recycling, water bottles are not
only filling up landfills, but also
depleting valuable recourses and
fossil fuels through their continued production.
The main blow to the environment that these bottles, along
with other plastic containers,
make is through the consummation of petroleum. The gathering
of the substance to make the
bottles has the biggest effect on
the environment, as it is known
by scientists that digging for the
oil involves burning fossil fuels,
which release gases that contribute to global warming, another
looming threat to the planet.
National Geographic states

that Americans drink approximately 29 billion water bottles a
year alone, and that manufacturers use about 17 million barrels
of crude oil in the production.
Imagine how the effect all of this
is having on the environment, and
how it’s affecting our futures.

Myth of bottled water
But this knowledge alone
won’t change many people’s preference for bottled water. Many
people say that bottled water
is often cleaner than tap water
due to the amount of filtering
and purifying it goes through by
many distributors, and the idea
that bottled water is cleaner and
therefore safer to drink appeals to
many people.
“I began buying and drinking
bottled water when the reports
that tap water may still have
contaminants in it started circulating,” said Blue Island resident
Ashley Welch. “I figured that
buying the filtered water is better than taking my chances with
contamination. I’ve gotten to the
point now where if I do drink [tap
water] it tastes really weird.”
In all honesty, however, bottled water is really no better than
tap water. In fact, an estimated 25
percent of bottled water is really
just bottled tap water that isn’t
always treated.
For example, the water
brand Dasani, under the CocaCola Company, is currently under
investigation for the quality of its
bottled water. They claim that their
water is “pure, still water” that
comes from natural springs, while,
in truth, they have been filling their
bottled with purified tap water.
Other brands have been
under fire for the same offense,
sparking controversy leading to

a quality test of all bottled water
brands conducted in 1999.

Plastic bottling poisons
Another reason why water
bottles aren’t the more healthy way
of drinking is because of the concern that the chemicals contained
within the bottles themselves could
be seeping into the water. It would
be both less dangerous and less
expensive to just drink the tap
water, which had been cleaned,
tested, and deemed unharmful by
the government.
“I don’t mind drinking tap
water,” said Tania Smith, freshman
at the Young Women’s Leadership
Charter School. “To me water is
water. The government wouldn’t
be giving it to us if it wasn’t safe
enough to drink.”

Ease trumps environment
Although some people know
this information about the quality
of bottled water, they still choose
it over water from the faucet
because of convenience.
“I can get a bottle of water
from pretty much anywhere,” said
Kenneth Smith, who often chooses
bottled water because it’s more
convenient when he’s out playing sports. “They sell it in almost
every store, plus there are different
brands and sizes to choose from.
They’re just better in every way.”
However, the portability of
bottled water is no longer relevant in the debate over which is
better. Over the years, companies
have begun to produce liquid
containers that people can bring
with them anywhere, fill with any
liquid, and reuse at the end of
the day. These containers come
in different materials, styles, and
colors. Some are even thermal
and keep your drink at a certain

You got pwned!
By Graylyn McKeithen

A

sura’s Wrath is the
epic story of the fallen
demigod, Asura, as he fights
against his former allies, his
fellow generals of heaven, who
had killed him and kidnapped
his daughter. He returns to earth
after 12,000 years and faces
off against his former allies, the
self-proclaimed gods of the new
world, to get his revenge, his
daughter, and subsequently save
the world from the tyranny of
their “gods.”
Asura’s Wrath’s levels are
separated into episodes, as the
entire acts like an anime, like
Naruto and especially Dragon Ball
Z, considering the over-the-top
fights--which is every fight. From
fighting enemies bigger than the
planet you’re on, or being impaled by a sword that has made
its way through earth and is coming out on the other side, prepare
to be amazed by the mere idea of
what’s happening on screen.
Playing as Asura is fun, but he
is simply too powerful--not a problem, but he’s ridiculously powerful,
he soars through the air by punching the ground to propel himself;
it’s fun. Get used to the same five
moves Asura uses, but be ready to
change it up and for the change
not to feel so different.
Game play is fun and

something new, every now and
then, but the bulk of it is repetitive. Be ready to punch someone
face, then shoot it, then punch it
again for good measure. Asura’s
Wrath proves to be a beat em’ up
that won’t stop until you rack up
enough points so you can leave,
which limits your free roaming,
considering there’s none at all.
But past the repetitive, there’s
some true originality, as the bulk
of the game relies on quick time
events, which are interactive cut
scenes.
This, however, is also its huge
downfall, as in mimicking animestyle for the game they managed
to actually make an anime. You
will be doing way more watching
then doing, for every five minutes
of game play there’s 20 minutes
of cut scenes, if you count the
quick time events you can make
that 40.
Only reason this is a problem,
is because you aren’t watching
a movie, you’re playing a game.
The quick time events may only
be there to make sure you pay
attention to cut scenes and not
leave to the bathroom as you let
it play.
But from a story lover’s point
of view, the cut scenes serve their
purpose better then the makers
could have hoped. Asura’s Wrath
sports an amazingly gripping
story of a desperate fathers quest

h20 facts

Source: onlineeducation.net
temperature for longer than a
bottle ever could.
These inventions have started
to become popular and are
helping the cause because of the
fact that they don’t need to be recycled, which is the main problem
with water bottles, of which only
one in every six is recycled.

“I think that it would be in
peoples’ best interests to find
alternate solutions to not wanting
to drink tap water,” said senior
Ciara Perry. “If you drink [water
bottles] and don’t recycle, you’re
only hurting the environment. Recycling won’t kill you, and neither
will tap water.”

Video game review: Asura’s Wrath

to save his daughter, and the
imagery that portrays it will take
stun you. Asuras’ anger is beautiful, from the pained looks on his
face, to the pain in his screams,
which still only scratches the
surface.
All in all, it’s a great TV show,
has all the twist and turns to gain
critical acclaim. But as a video
game, you’ll feel disappointed
at how little the amount of time
you actually get to control such a
powerful character like Asura and
what you get to do with that time.

Oh, no! Another time-consuming anime sequence cutaway in
Asura’s Wrath! Too many of these, not enough game play.

‘Dead’ not just another zombie show
By Seth McCormick

I

have become a lifeless
being when it comes to
the hit AMC series The Walking
Dead, created by writer Frank
Darabont in 2010. Earlier last
month, Season 2 concluded with
plenty of bloodletting and gore.
Most guys don't watch
dramas and I was one but, The
Walking Dead is diferent. It
bring something most dramas
can't: An action-packed war on
decaying zombies.
I'm starting to exhibit zombie-like symptoms to following
the hit show. When it comes

AMC’s The Walking Dead has plenty of zombies, but there’s
a good story, too.
on, I find myself being pulled
away from what ever I’m doing,
and after that episode, I become
thirsty for the next one.
Unfortunately, myself and
millions of other fans will have to
wait until Fall 2013 for Season 3 to

kick off with new characters “The
Governor,” plus “Michone” and
her two zombie pets, er, pals that
follow her on chains.

Please turn to page 8 for

WALKING DEAD
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State title run ends for pom squad
By Breanna Stewart

T

he girls pom-pon team
defended their state
title at the University of Illinois in
Urbana on March 17, but unlike
the previous four years, the team
wasn’t victorious.
“We got third in Hip-Hop,
and fifth in Pom Dance,” said
coach Darlene Pollard.
In the previous years, the
pom team has taken first in the
AA Hip-Hop category, and usually
third in the AA Pom Dance category. MP was the only Chicago
Public Schools (CPS) team that
competed in two categories; all
the other competitors chose one
or the other. Our girls are also
from the only CPS school to compete in the Pom Dance category
and qualify for state.
The team came in third behind
Fenton High School and Herin High
School; Fenton is known for being
an excellent pom team.
“They did an excellent job,”
said Pollard. “Those girls worked
hard and they put their souls on
that dance floor.”
But many girls on the actual

Boys water polo
season kicks off
By Jakkira Scott

T

he new season of the
boy’s water has just kicked
off with new players and captains
just before the spring break.
So far, the team has started
off with two wins and one loss,
and are hoping to make it to the

team weren’t as forgiving of their
scores.
“I’m disappointed,” said captain Asia Clark. “I cried a lot, but
none the less I am proud of my
team. We worked hard, so hard,
and I feel like we deserved it.”
The teams are judged and
critiqued on factors such as technique, creativity, unity, execution,
and music. At this competition,
there were six different judges
to observe every element of the
teams’ routine.
Like the rest of the school,
and maybe even the city, the
team was expecting another win
to put under their belt, and when
they fell a tad short, Pollard confessed the tears were pouring.
“They all took it hard, especially my senior captains who have
been here for so long,” the coach
said. “They all took it hard, though,
because they all worked tirelessly.
“Pom is a year-round sport
and my girls worked hard, so they
took this real hard. I just ask that
the student body help to lift them
up, and make them feel proud.”
Indeed, the team received
ample support and praise when

they returned to Mustang territory. On that following Monday,
social studies teacher Thomas
Arrington, opened his classes by
talking about how wonderful the
team was and how proud they
should be to be ranked third in
the entire state.
The “Pom Ponies” also
received support from assistant
principal Remy Washington
who took the long drive to the
Champaign-Urbana campus to
watch the girls’ performance.
“We would like to give a special thanks to Ms. Washington,”
said another senior pom captain,
Brianna Cato. “Her coming meant
a lot to all of the girls, and it was
really special.”
But, the pom season isn’t
over, yet. The team is preparing
to defend their city title, which
they have won 11 out of 12 years,
on April 12.
“We usually have no competition at city,” laughed junior and
co-captain Maya Stewart. “Not to
sound cocky, but I mean it, literally; people don’t go up against
us in our category at city, but who
knows how this year will turn out.”

city tournament. Despite new rules
to follow and learning new techniques, it’s still hoped the boys will
make a splash this season.
“This is my first year as captain and I have been playing water
polo for four years,” said captain
Ezekiel Watts. “Basically, what I
do is lead in practice and help the
new members with their new techniques; I think that the best part
about water polo is winning.”
Being a captain is harder
than it seems when it comes to
introducing new members to the

water, and making sure they can
swim in the deep end and play all
aspects of the physical game.
“The new members are
learning,” said captain Tirenzy
Jones. “They’re getting it, but
they are not where they need to
be. The most frustrating thing
about water polo is when you
have no defense.”
The boys’ coach really believes in his team and he knows
that they are going to make it
all the way with hard work and
dedication.

WALKING DEAD
continued from page 7

The show is based out a successful comic book series that follows the life of a group of average
citizens forced to begin a new way
of life together after the zombie
apocalypse had destroyed the
modern day way of life.
This drama shows how a
community must work together
and sustain the human values of
the society they cherish. It isn't
that easy to try and restart society
when there are flesh-craving
brain-dead zombies trying to eat
you at every turn.
Of course there are lots of meandering corpses in various stages
of decay, partially (and mostly)
eaten bodies wandering around,
looking for someone to meet, er,
eat. But there’s a story, too.
The Walking Dead starts
with lead character Rick Grimes, a
former police officer who was shot
in the line of duty and wakes up
from a coma after the world has
succumbed to the zombie plague.
Weak and confused as to
why he can't find anyone alive, he
makes his way home only to find
his wife and son missing.
He packs up supplies from
his station and travels to Atlanta in
search of his family after hearing
the cities would be safe. He almost
dies along the way being attacked
by zombie “Walkers,” because he
can’t believe what he’s seeing.
Later, Rick narrowly escapes
death with the aid of another

survivor named Glenn, who has
been scavenging the city for supplies. Fortunately, Rick is reunited
with his wife Lori and son Carl.
His partner and best friend Shane
had taken Lori and Carl to the
outskirts of Atlanta to wait for
rescue by the US government.
There they found a small
group of survivors. He assumes
the position of group leader,
which Shane had controlled, and
attempts lead them to savior.
The show continues to twist
and turn with plenty of internal
conflicts, not just against the
undead, but with roving gangs,
plus plenty of mistrust and power
struggles among the rag-tag
group of survivors.
And unlike so many other
shows, don’t fall in love with any
one character because no one is
safe! It seemed like every week another seemingly regular character
found him or herself on the wrong
end of some chomping jaws.
But it’s not all blood and
guts; there’s plenty of subtext
about morality versus survival,
between what’s right and what is
necessary. It makes your question
your own morals and values; I
mean, what would you do with no
government or police in a world
run by the hungry damned?
If you’re not a fan yet, be sure
to catch up with reruns on AMC, and
get ready for the next installments of
The Walking Dead this fall.

Just before their state competition last month, the pom team
performs at the Prom Preview held in Blackwelder Hall. Shown
here: Shaiyenne Miller, Asia Clark, Brianna Cato, and Charron
Bournes. (Photo by Naomi Penny)
Looking back on the state
tournament, Pollard feels that
with all the support that other
schools and districts provide their
pom programs, it’s impressive
that a city team like the Mustangs
competes as well as it does.
“I feel like we can do it, we
do really good when you com-

pare to all those teams, with all
that money,” Pollard said. “ We
don’t have mirrors, a dance floor,
or a thousand dollar choreographer, we don’t even have a gym
we can always have access to,
which is why I hope some of that
$10 million MPHS is getting goes
toward the sports facilities.”

“I think we were going to
have a great season this year hoping to place in the city tournament,” said second-year head
coach Calvin Berg. “We have had
an auspicious start; it gets difficult
when we play in other pools because it’s hard for the players to
hear my instructions.”
But there are some newbies
who have never played water
polo or swam competitively, so
they do their best catch up with
those who have been playing for
some time now.

“I joined because one of my
friends brought me and it seemed
like fun,” said senior Geno Tate.
“Water polo can be real fun but
hard at the same time, but it’s all
worth it. There’s nothing better
than to go out and try out the
sport and have fun with it.”
“I joined water polo because
I like water sports, I’m still working on treading water and catching the ball,” said team member
Marcellus Freeman. “Maybe if I’m
good enough by my senior year, I
could be captain.”

